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How CET Designer helped:  
 Creating convincing visuals was the main aim in the success of Celgene. CET, allowed me me to show 
the varying features of the workstation and its customized aspects. The workstations used several types 
of product and veneer, glass, and laminate. The programs tools also allowed me to become experimental 
with the typical. In one option, I introduced height adjustable desks, and markerboard surfaces. In another 
I would show laminate fronts on storage and a COM fabric on the mobile pedestals. Creating these 
options led to the design of a mockup and detailed installation documents. The mock-up workstation was 
split showing different capabilities on either side. It was exciting for the client to see these aspects in the 
renderings and how they evolved into the finalized typical. The entire development was enriched by the 
continous quick turnaround with the options presented. Doing so, allowed us to win and develop the 
entire space. The specifications and all budgetary pricing were also done in CET and any adjustments 
were easily made in the calculations. Submitting a consistent deliverable and package allowed every 
participant in the project to feel in tune. The account manager for Celgene, is also excited in how CET will 
continously allow Empire to develop and turnaround future Celgene spaces. Naming CET a "dynamic and 
impressive software" he says that it has "helped us achieve continued success with Celgene." He labels it 
a "great success story and an incredible program." 
 
Summary of project:  
 A Celgene corporation is an American biotechnology company that manufactures drug therapies for 
cancer and inflammatory disorders. The company which is headquartered in Summit, New Jersey has a 
more corporate/traditional aesthetic which had to be modified. The scope of work for the project itself 
included both workstations and private offices. In addition to, the design of the space used product 
blending and custom pieces. Celgene, in recent years has moved away from a conventional standardized 
typical to something more innovative. CET was used in every phase of design development; creating 
multiple interations of typicals, mock-up design, fitting out the space, specifications, and installation 
documents. CET has also been used in creating all previous Celgene locations and will be key in ongoing 
projects. Both the client and account manager were impressed with the software's multiple features and 
capabilities in honing the design details. With the success of the following project, we have been awarded 
several other Celgene locations, for which CET will be used. Overall, it was an exicting project and about 
a convincing evolution and dynamic process.   
 
Project challenges:  
 The project challenges for Celgene were primarily about delivering a successful concept in a limited time 
frame, and convincing the client to create a more modern and engaging workstation. Using the 
alternatives tool, I created multiple options for the client. Alternatives did two things; it allowed me to show 
multiple iterations and meet the strict deadlines. Upon selection of the typical, using the blocks tool I was 
also able to copy the cluster and adjust it if needed. The typical itself had many special custom Steelcase 



units, and blended two types of product. Using the editables tool, and project matrix symbols I was able to 
edit the sizes and materials. These challenges could not have been met, had I not used CET. 
 





 


